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February 9, 2010, 6:55 p.m. Kings of the Road Kim Shin-joong's "The One I Love" (in Korean) and
"Blind Witness" (in Japanese) are better choices for a night movie than Park Chan-wook's "Sympathy
for Mr. Vengeance" (in Korean) and "Oldboy" (in Japanese). February 8, 2010, 10:17 p.m. Distracted
I liked the movie, but I don't like how Kim and his "composer" Sohn failed to mention the influences
of Claude Debussy and Béla Bartók in the score. The "omission" is so obvious, that even a normal
person like me can notice. February 2, 2010, 9:58 p.m. PRACTICALLY PERFECT I've just been
wondering if "practically perfect" is a real English word. Anybody have any ideas if it is or isn't? The
dictionary (Bloomsbury, Collins and Cambridge) doesn't give any entry. Google's dictionary (Google
Ngram Viewer) says "practically perfect" as an "adjective", which is fine. The examples are
"practically perfect for you", "practically perfect for your height", "practically perfect for the job".
February 2, 2010, 9:01 p.m. Red hair, green eyed monster I've known some Japanese women who
have red hair, and some who have green eyes. I don't know any who have both. I've never seen any
in that combination, though perhaps I'm just blind. February 1, 2010, 8:37 p.m. I think I have an
answer to your question about whether "practically perfect" is an English word. (If it's not, there
isn't a question to ask, is there?) The dictionary says that "practically" isn't one ( However, as
Google's Ngram Viewer says, it's taken as an adjective. Given how it's used, it can be said that it is a
grammatical word in the sense that it's not part of a larger sentence. February 1, 2010, 7:54 p.m.
What did you say
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